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Gun Violence Shabbat 

 

 

1. Shabbat Shalom 

  

2. This Shabbat, this entire weekend, in addition to Purim, has been designated as a 

Shabbat to protest gun violence in our country. I make no secret of my feelings toward 

guns. Yet I recognize that, handled properly and responsibly, they represent a sport and 

a lifestyle. While it is not interesting to me, there are those who are comfortable in the 

culture.  

 

3. But I have to speak up about the misuse of guns. It really doesn’t matter that the vast 

majority of gun owners are law abiding and careful with their weapons. The fact is that 

there are so many guns out there in society, that even the small fraction of guns in the 

wrong hands represents millions of guns, guns that are creating havoc in our cities and 

our country.  

 

4. Is it possible that we are becoming numb to the toll that guns take in our society? This is 

not a big city problem, or an urban blight, it is a problem in every community in this 

country. Almost every day the news informs us of thousands of deaths on our streets 

and in our homes due to gun violence. The number of people murdered in this country 

has now exceeded the death toll of every war that Americans have died in since the 



Revolutionary war in 1776. More than the death toll of the Civil War, WWI, WWII, 

Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan combined.  

 

5. The worst part of all this carnage is that we have been convinced by a gun lobby 

financed by gun manufacturers, that gun control legislation is impossible in this country. 

Lawmakers, from the President to the State house live in fear of being labeled “anti-

gun” because they believe that it is a fast way to become an ex-lawmaker. But this is not 

just about lawmakers. We, ourselves, just look the other way when the Alabama 

legislature tries to pass laws that make it possible to carry a concealed weapon on 

university campuses and in public buildings. Do we know that the laws concerning gun 

sales are so lax in this state that Alabama is the 5th largest state when it comes to 

exporting illegal guns? When gun crimes are committed in other states often it is with a 

gun that originated in Alabama. Ninety percent of all guns in NYC found at crime scenes 

were originally purchased out of state and came to New York illegally.  

 

6. There is a federal registration requirement for licensed gun dealers. But the law does 

not include online sales, private sales or gun shows. These loopholes are extraordinarily 

big. A woman had a restraining order on her husband that should have prevented him 

from buying a gun. The husband bought a gun online, without a background check, and 

the next day went to the mall where the wife worked and killed her, two other women 

and then killed himself.  Later that year a convicted felon purchased a gun from a 

private seller who was not required to perform a background check. The felon then 

resold the gun and two months later was used in an exchange of gunfire with police in 



the Bronx. These are just a few of the tens of thousands of illegal gun that make their 

way into the market every year. 

 

7. Maybe we are familiar with the major incidents of mass killings in the country. Who 

does not remember Sandy Hook, Columbine, Tucson and Aurora? Perhaps we can recall 

Fort Hood, Oak Creek, or Huntsville. But we have quickly forgotten the West Nicholes 

Amish School, the University of Texas, West Virginia Tech, Binghamton, Oakland, 

California State University, and Red Lake Reservation. No street, no public building and 

no university is exempt from Gun Violence. Our children in elementary schools are being 

taught how to drop for cover when shooting starts. Their teachers have lockdown drills 

when they lock their doors and hide their children in closets, away from the windows. 

University students have regular incidents where they are locked down in their 

classrooms and can’t leave the room until the police give the “All Clear”. They are 

notified by text message of the dangerous situation.  

 

8. It is hard to believe that we are helpless to change things. Our Jewish tradition is filled 

with reminders that we are responsible for dangerous situations and we have a Jewish 

obligation to insure public safety. We are commanded to put a railing around our 

rooftops so people will not fall off. We are commanded to lock up dangerous animals 

and to pay damages for the destruction and damage they cause. We are commanded 

not to stand idly by while others are in grave peril. We have a Jewish obligation to make 

our communities safer for ourselves, our families and for our children. 

 



9. I have come to believe that there is no way to create sensible gun control legislation. 

The mayors of most major cities have banded together to create a three part plan for 

sensible gun control. The first step is to require everyone who purchases a gun to go 

through a background check. The federal database takes just 90 seconds to confirm that 

someone who wishes to purchase a gun is allowed to do so.  It is believed that the 

system as it is today, with all the loopholes has blocked 2million gun sales. Those who 

were turned away often then went on to buy guns privately without a background check 

that they could not pass. Guns on the black market are often three times more 

expensive than legal guns. To tighten the system would price them out of the hands of 

many criminals. A 2012 survey of gun owners showed that 84% of those who owned 

guns favored background checks including 74% who were members of the NRA. 

 

10. Second, we need to ban assault weapons. These weapons are designed for war, not for 

the streets of our cities. They are useless for hunting, or self-defense. The ban should 

include a ban on high capacity magazines as well. In Israel, there are very few 

restrictions on guns, but ammunition is strictly regulated. Only soldiers and police would 

ever need this much firepower. These weapons do not belong in public at all.  

 

11. Finally, we need federal legislation that makes illegal gun sales a crime. In the sixteen 

states as well as the District of Columbia, that go beyond the Federal laws and require 

background checks for all sales, gun trafficking is 48% lower. Women who were killed by 

a gun by an intimate partner, was 38 percent lower even though the rate for women 

killed by other means remained the same.  The gun suicide rate was almost 50% lower.  



Gun laws save lives; a Federal law against trafficking would make a significant difference 

in the number of guns going to criminals and the mentally challenged.  

 

12. We are able to regulate the operation of automobiles through licensing drivers and 

making them responsible for the damage that they do when they drive impaired. It is a 

serious crime to drive without a license. But if you violate a gun law, you are no more 

responsible for your actions than if you were trafficking in chickens or livestock. Today 

we track gun sales only through the reporting from licensed gun dealers. There are more 

licensed gun dealers than there are post offices, Starbucks restaurants and Burger Kings 

combined. We have a computer system that works, keeping guns from those who have 

lost the privilege. We can do this, we can have sensible gun control, we can reduce gun 

violence, and we just have to speak up. We need to tell our friends, we need to speak to 

our representatives and we need to stand together. 

 

13. The answer to gun violence is not more guns. The answer is not arming ourselves and 

our children so that we can fight back. This is not about second Amendment rights. It is 

about regulating a dangerous item that causes death and destruction on our streets. We 

do this as a matter of course for cars, why should it be any different for guns that kill 

and maim even more than automobiles. 

 

14. How many more must die? As I write this on Thursday night, another man has been shot 

and killed right here in Birmingham. The killer has been caught and as of now, no motive 

has been suggested. I don’t know if background checks or Federal gun trafficking laws 



would have helped or not. I only know that in other western nations around the world 

with gun control as well as in states that properly regulate who may purchase a gun 

from any dealer, public or private, lives are saved and crime is down. How many more 

men will have to die? How many women? How many children? How many people will 

die before we say something; before we DO something? 

 

15. My friend Rabbi Menachem Creditor of California offers this prayer. “God, … our hearts 

need deep healing. Our lives need rebuilding after all the pointless deaths we’ve 

endured this past year. Guns and violence have destroyed tens of thousands of lives in 

American this year. … We call on you, Adonai, and beg that you stand in Din, in 

judgment of all our carelessness and our callousness at the senseless avoidable loss of 

many human lives. We call to you Adonai, to infuse our souls with your Chesed, your 

love; so that we really start to cry out from the pain our nation has endured for far too 

long. May we be inspired by you and act to save many lives this coming year.    We 

know, .. That only then will we be worthy of a world reborn.” 

 

16. To which I can only say… Amen and Shabbat Shalom 


